Office of the Principal
Maulana Azad College, Kolkata-13
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Notice: Admission Counselling for the Vacant Seats of PG Urdu
dated 9.1.2021
As per notification dated 08.01.2021 by the Secretary, UCAC of CU, candidates finding
their names in CU-Provisional Merit List 2020-21 for admission to MA courses in Urdu
at the Maulana Azad College are hereby directed to register their wishes for the
Admission of few vacant seats of PG Urdu through College Website.
Candidates are also directed to contact the respective Head of the PG Department in the
following numbers.
PG Dept.
Urdu

Contact No.
Dr. Dabir Ahmed

9433078802

1. Admission will strictly be based on the Provisional Merit List 2020-21 published
by the CU and subject to available vacancies against respective categories.
2. The Portal for ‘Registering Wish for Admission’ will remain open upto
the midnight of 12.01.2021.
3. Only candidates finding their names in Provisional Merit List 2020-21
published by the CU need to apply for ‘Registering Wish for Admission’
4. Applicants must mention their CU Application Number, Contact Number and
Email ID for registration.
5. Applicants for Part A need to upload their BA (Hons.) final year marksheet and
caste certificate (wherever applicable) in the portal.
6. Applicants for Part B, in addition to the marksheets of all the semesters of UG
course and caste certificate (wherever applicable), must upload document
supporting their CGPA score / marks obtained in the Honours papers (excluding
the other papers).
7. A category–wise Wish list for admission, will be published on
13.01.2021 at 10 a.m.
8. Selected candidates from Wish list must pay the requisite admission
fees (Rs. 2205/-) online within 4 pm of 13.01.2021, failing which their
candidature will be cancelled and the remaining seats will be filled up from
the Wish list within 4 pm of 14.01.2021.
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